IMPORTANT NOTICE TO INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS:
NEW RATES FOR STUDENT & DEPENDENT PASS

Referring to the letter by the Department of Higher Education, Ministry of Education Malaysia [JPT(BEM)1000/05/08 (47)] dated 20th January 2015, in an effort of making Malaysia as the hub for world-class education, ALL international students’ application for student and dependent pass must be made through Education Malaysia Global Service (EMGS). This One Stop Application process allows the government to make it convenient for foreigners with genuine intention of studying in Malaysia to obtain a student pass and visa, a requirement by the Malaysia Immigration Department.

Thus, please be informed that effective 1st April 2015 all visa and pass applications submitted to the Malaysia Immigration Department via EMGS will be charged according to the new rates implemented by the EMGS (as approved by the Ministry of Education Malaysia). Please refer the new rates at our website www.intl.upm.edu.my (will be updated on 5th March 2015).

In order to ensure that the transition period is done smoothly, please be informed that all submission received starting from 26th March 2015 will be charge using the new rate.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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